MAKIN THE BUCKS
(PENNSYLVANIA & KENTUCKY ELIGIBLE)
BAY COLT Foaled March 30, 2016 Tattoo No. 3P940

Yankee Glide 3,1:55.1 ------------------
Valley Victory 3,1:55.5

Gratis Yankee 2,2:03:03

Yankee Flight 2,2:05.3

MAKIN THE BUCKS

Super Gill 3,1:53.3

Supreme Sahbra

Garland Lobell 3,1:55.3

Castleton Quality

1st Dam

MAKER A LAKER 2,2:03.2h ($26,480) by Striking Sahbra. 2 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Clinton; second leg Ontario Sires S. - Grassroots at Sudbury; third Flamboro Breeders S. From 4 previous foals, dam of 2 winners, 2 in 1:57, incl.:


2nd Dam

Elegance Angus 3,2:03.4f ($11,648) by Garland Lobell. 2 wins at 3. At 2, second leg Quebec Circuit - B at Trois Rivieres. From 11 foals, dam of 9 winners, 1 in 1:55, 7 in 2:00, incl.:


NADINE ANGUS (M) 2,1:58.3; 3,1:56.2 ($286,947) (Promising Catch). 16 wins at 2 and 3. At 2, winner 2 legs and Final Coupe de l'Avenir at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal (2), leg Quebec Plus - Elite at Montreal (2), leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal; second in elim. and Final Coupe Quebec Plus at Montreal; third in leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal. At 3, winner elim. and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal (2), Trois Rivieres, leg Quebec Plus - Elite at Montreal (2), elim. Coupe Quebec Plus at Montreal; third in Final Coupe Quebec Plus at Montreal, elim. Elegality Canada 3,2:04.1f (dam of

STAR INVESTMENT

2,1:58.1f-'17). Grandam of

2,1:58.1f-'17).

DIAMONDS OWNBROADWAY 2,1:58.3f; 3,1:54.4, SWINGING NADINE 2,1:57.1f, etc.

LEADER ANGUS 3,1:58.2; 1:56.4 ($274,952) (Eager Seelster). 23 wins, 3 thru 7. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal (2), leg Quebec Plus - Distinction at Montreal; second in elim. and Final Coupe Des Eleveurs at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Plus - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal, elim. Coupe Quebec Plus at Montreal, leg Quebec Plus - Distinction at Montreal; third leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Trois Rivieres.

JORY ANGUS 2,2:05.2f; 3,2:01; 4,1:57.1 ($194,444) (Promising Catch). 9 wins, 2 thru 5. At 2, winner leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal; second in leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal; third in leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal, Final Richelleau T. At 3, 2nd in leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal, Quebec, third in leg Quebec Plus - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Aylmer; second in leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal (2). At 5, 2nd in leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal; third in Final Prix Du Quebec at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal.

PANAMA ANGUS (M) 3,1:58.3; 1:57.1 ($116,647) (Victory's Force). 18 wins, 3 thru 5. At 3, winner leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal (2); second in leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Aylmer; second in leg Quebec Circuit - Elite at Montreal, leg Quebec Circuit-Distinction at Montreal (4); second in leg Quebec Circuit - A at Montreal.

SOME STRIKE IT HOT 3,2:00.1f; 4,1:57.1f ($112,404) (Striking Sahbra). 13 wins, 3 thru 6. At 2, 2nd in leg Kindergarten Classic Ser. at Vernon. At 3, 2nd in cons. Ontario Autumn T. at Woodbine.

Producers: KANDY ANGUS 3,2:04.1 (dam of DREAM KID 2,1:57.2; 3,1:56.3-$609,826, KANDY KING 2,2:01.2; 3,1:57; 4,1:55, SUNSET KID 2,Q2:02.1; 3,1:58.3). Asipakfroma

PERFECT GEM 2,1:55.3f-$192,986, A PERFECT GEM 2,1:58.3f-$111,911, grandam of GARNET 2,1:58.1f-$17.

Next Dam - CASTLETON QUALITY (Florida Pro-Star INVESTMENT 2,1:56.3-Speedy Scot)

STAKES ENGAGEMENTS

Arden Downs
Bluegrass Series
Breeders Crown
Champlain

Currier & Ives
Dexter Cup
Hambletonian

Horseman No. 110
Infl. Stallion
Old Oaken Bucket

KY KDFF/KSBIP
PA Sires (Fairs)
PA Sires (P/M)

PA Sires (Fairs)
Simcoe
Stanwick

Barn 14
Aisles
A-C

Consigned by Peninsula Farm, Agent, Lexington, Kentucky
Raised by Marlin S. Detweiler, Munfordville, Kentucky